INTRODUCTION

The purpose of the re-occupancy guide is to introduce the new measures aimed at ensuring the safety of all building users during the COVID-19 pandemic.
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NEW SIGNAGE

Building occupants will notice new signage in buildings. Look for the blue signage positioned at key locations:

- Building entrances and exits
- Corridors
- Elevators
- Staircases
- Washrooms
Always remain 2 METERS away from others.

**RESPECT THE SIGNAGE IN BUILDINGS**
Hallways will remain multidirectional; the floor decals are designed to help you assess whether you are maintaining a safe distance.

These markers are also placed 2 meters from elevator entrances to help users know where to stand while waiting.

**WASH YOUR HANDS** often with soap and water for at least twenty (20) seconds.

**USE A HAND SANITIZER** if soap and water are not available. Use an alcohol-based hand sanitizer that contains at least 60% alcohol.

**COUGH AND SNEEZE INTO YOUR ARM.**

**AVOID TOUCHING** your eyes, nose, and mouth with unwashed hands.
To ensure proper distancing when entering or exiting buildings, we have assigned **specific doors as entrances** to the buildings, and specific doors for exits.

**IMPORTANT**

Only occupants with card access will be authorized to enter the buildings.

Click [here](#) to view the floor plans detailing circulation details for each building.
ELEVATORS

Another measure to ensure proper distancing is to allow **one person per elevator at a time**.

Make sure to follow the directional indication on the signage posted in the elevator when exiting.

STAIRCASES

A majority of staircases were reorganized to be one way only. The arrows on the floor markers indicate the new direction of the staircase. Additionally, floor decals are placed on the steps to ensure the safe distancing of 2 meters. When taking the stairs, stand on a floor marker until the person in front of you has reached the next marker.

Click [here](#) to view the floor plans detailing circulation changes for each building.
Maass Chemistry

**Entrance:** Maass Chemistry East card reader entrance ground floor (1-HALL3)

**Exit:** Maass Chemistry West entrance ground floor (1-HALL2)

**East staircase:** two-way

**West staircase:** two-way

**North staircase:** two-way

**Elevator:** one person max
**Entrance:** Maass Chemistry East card reader entrance (1-HALL3)

**Exit:** Pulp and Paper entrance ground floor (1-HALL1A)

**North side staircase:** one-way down

**Central staircase:** two-way

**South staircase:** one-way up

**Elevator:** one person max
Strathcona Anatomy & Dentistry

**Entrance:** SAD South West campus entrance ground floor (0-VEST1)

**Exit:** University entrance basement floor (B-HALL5)

**West side staircase:** one-way up

**East side staircase:** one-way down

**Elevator:** one person max
**Wong**

**Entrance:** Wong campus side (Foster) entrance door at (1-STAIR2)

**Exit:** Wong south entrance, close to parking lot (1-HALL1)

**South side staircase:** one-way up

**North side staircase:** one-way down

**Staircase from ground to mezzanine floors:** one-way down

**Central staircase from ground to basement:** two-way

**Elevators:** one person max